Thus a plethora of factors speak against the existence of corresponding grammatical categories (e.g., of aspect or tense) in Cambodian. These include: a) optional occurrence of markers, b) dependence of their use on the speaker's communicative intent, and c) lack of any semblance of paradigmatic relations between their meanings. Cambodian auxiliaries marking tense and aspect meanings are discussed in 2.1-2.8 below. 2.1. nɯŋ. We treat nɯŋ as the irrealis marker. In what follows, -irrealis‖ is understood as a specific meaning pertaining to the semantic domain of -reality of situations‖ [Urmanchieva 2004; Plungian 2011: 427] . When using nɯŋ, the speaker/observer ascribes the situation to a -possible world‖, in most cases represented by an unrealized (at the speech moment) situation whose alleged realization is relegated to the future time frame. That is why nɯŋ typically has future reading (1). It is also commonly found in constructions with modal verbs which impart the sentence a context of potential possibility or irreality (2).
2
(1) khɲom nɯŋ maok (Cons.) 1SG IRR come ‗I'll come.' (2) kɔаt mɯn a:c nɯŋ bɑmphlẹ:c niəŋ tẹ: (Cons.) 3SG NEG can IRR forget girl NEG ‗He won't be able to forget her.' 3 This marker is also common in dependent clauses of posteriority taxis constructions -again, in irreality contexts where the dependent situation is treated as irreal from the main situation's perspective and either can, or cannot be realized. In such cases, nɯŋ may be more aptly described as a part of a compound posteriority taxis conjunction, which rather supports the -irreal interpretation‖ of its underlying meaning: (3) tae mun nɯŋ cɑ:ŋ sat praɯh nɯŋ daɯm rɔka: kɑ: miən but before IRR tie beast sambar PREP tree wild.kapok NARR have phɲiəw maok si: 1 cok 2 bə:t sra: bɑndaɯ visitor come eat 1, 2 take.in alcohol together ‗But before they tied the sambar to a wild kapok, visitors came to eat and drink together.' This marker is also fairly frequent in conditional and concessive constructions. 2.2. Ba:n marks the perfect meaning, understood here in terms of [Plungian 2011: 388-389] : The situation, described by the verb with the corresponding marker, has taken place by/preceded the speech/observation moment. Furthermore, the speaker views the consequences of a given situation as essential for understanding the state of affairs at the speech/observation moment [ibid.]. (4) ka:l dael kɔat nɤw touc niəŋ ba:n tɤw riən ɑksɑ:
time REL 3SG CONT be.little girl PRF go learn letter nɤw sa:la: vɔat pọ:thiˀviəl be.situated.in school monastery Pouthiviel ‗When a little girl, she learnt reading and writing at the Pouthiviel Monastery school.' For a proper interpretation of (4), which was gleaned from a novel, it is important to know that the heroine could read and write. This was rarely typical of provincial Cambodian girls in the first half of the 20 th century, so the information is crucial for understanding the plot: in particular, this means that the girl could exchange letters with her beloved. It was, apparently, for this reason that the author chose to mark the corresponding verb with ba:n. The source of the following example is a modern rendition of a fairytale where a character attempts to replicate the sequence of steps accomplished earlier by the central figure. Since the reader is already familiar with the chain of events, it is presented in a truncated version to quickly bring the story to its dramatic end. The storyteller achieves this by putting ba:n before every verb/serial construction: REFL ‗And Sambar, seeing that the Red Wolf has come, jumped up and, unspeakably rejoicing, shouted: -Hey, friend! Take pity on me! Cut down this snare quickly to get me free‖.' In (6), ba:n marks an irreal situation: the speaker describes a future outcome that is only possible on the condition that the sambar comes free if his vis-a-vis does take pity on him and cuts down the snare. What is noteworthy here is the absence of the irrealis marker (although ba:n is used), the author apparently finding it redundant in a situation that is -surreal‖ enough as it is. One might assume in such cases that that -part of the meaning‖ of ba:n which is involved in -flagging‖ the importance of the marked situation for further developments (see above) is foregrounded. Albeit infrequent, similar examples can be found in other Cambodian texts as well: (7) puk mae ba:n cəɲcəm mɔn ciə 1 craɯn 2 father mother PRF feed chicken many 1,2 ‗My parents have a lot of chickens to feed.' One cannot exclude, of course, that in the last two examples ba:n carries the modal meaning ‗can', since the prepositive marker ba:n has a postpositive homonym (?), the modal verb ba:n ‗have'. The latter can also be treated as a grammatical habilitive marker. 4 Moreover, both the prepositive and the postpositive ba:n emerged through grammaticalization of the verb ba:n ‗have' (the modern ba:n results from the monosyllabization of the Old Khmer amban, a morphological causative of the verb man ‗have'). For a review of the various uses of ba:n in Cambodian, see [Bisang 2105a ], and a detailed study of its meanings and functions, including in the areal setting, is provided in [Enfield 2003 ] and [Haiman 2011]) . 2.3. Haɯj is the iamitive marker. The iamitive combines two meanings: one is the perfect, and the other is that rendered in many languages by lexical instruments like the Russian uzhe or the English already [Olsson 2013 ]. Unlike both markers considered in 2.1 and 2.2 above, haɯj is found after the verb and can be separated from it by noun phrases (adjuncts with attributes). In addition, haɯj can serve to delimit the right-hand boundary of the utterance. The affinity between the iamitive and the perfect can explain why haɯj and ba:n ‗perfect' frequently occur together in texts (for more detail, see 3. below). ‗What to do? To fight! As I have already told you many times.' 2.4. Thlɔap is the experientive marker denoting that the situation took place in the past for an indefinite number of times; e.g., see [Vostrikova 2010 ]. Historically, thlɔap goes back to the verb of the same form meaning ‗get used to', ‗have habit', which is practically extinct in Modern Cambodian (in contrast to its derivative noun tɔmlɔap ‗habit'). 6 father's/mother's.elder.brother 5, 6 ‗Muni began with the question he would always ask when meeting his uncle.' Its experiential meaning does not prevent thlɔap from occurring with adverbials like ‗once' (14), whereby its prototypical meaning is neutralized and it is actually transformed into a past marker: (14) oun thlɔap khoh mdɑ:ŋ maok haɯj mɛ:n 1 tẹ: 2 younger.sibling EXP make.mistake once come IAM actually Q 1,2 bɑ:ŋ elder.sibling ‗I have indeed made a mistake once, did not I?' 79 2.5. Kɑmpuŋ functions as a progressive marker signaling that the situation is in progress at the speech/observation moment: 8 (15) niəŋ kɑmpuŋ khəŋ khɲom girl PROGR be.angry 1SG ‗She is angry with me.' Although kɑmpuŋ is often classified as -the present marker‖ both in traditional Cambodian grammars (e.g., [Thɔn Thin 2011: 121] ), and in grammars by foreign authors (see [Gorgoniev 1966: 149-151] ), examples are plentily available where its present reading is evidently impossible. A present interpretation of (16), for example, is ruled out absolutely: this example comes from a newspaper chronicle covering an accident that took place a few days prior to the publication. Here kɑmpuŋ expressly signals that the situation was unfolding at the observation moment. (16) pẹ:l nuh kɔat kɑmpuŋ chɔ: doh liəŋ nɤw prɑlɑh snaeŋ Time that 3SG PROGR stand clean wash be.placed.in space horn krɑbɛj buffalo ‗He was standing near the buffalo then (lit. ‗between the buffalo's horns'), washing it.' As its extended version, the marker kɑmpuŋ includes the formant tae: (17) pu: mɑk kɑmpuŋ 1 tae 2 thvɤ: həp uncle PN PROGR 1,2 make box ‗Uncle Mok is making a box.' 2.6. The continuative meaning can be explicated as follows: although the situation is in progress at the speech/observation moment, it is essential for the speaker that it was also taking place prior to the speech/observation moment. This meaning can be expressed in Cambodian in a number of ways: 1) By means of the preverbal marker nɤw (18), traced back to the verb ‗be located in' which is still current and fairly frequent in Modern Cambodian. As its extended version, the marker nɤw includes the formant tae (19). 2) By means of the distant postverbal continuative marker nɤw laɯj used in negative constructions (20). 3) By simultaneous use of both the preverbal and the postverbal continuative markers as components of a bracket construction: nɤw(tae) … nɤw laɯj (21), (22 have smell scent strong CONT 3,4 ‗The letter still had a strong smell of scents.' 8 A similar treatment of this marker is also found in [Haiman 2011: 267] . 9 D. Elovkov treats nɤw (tae) as a lexical unit (the verb ‗be, be located'), and nɤw laɯj, as a continuative marker [Elovkov 2004: 23] that is also found with the nɤw (tae) component. Yu. Gorgoniev defines nɤw(tae) as a -continuative aspect‖ marker [Gorgoniev 1966: 145] . In [Bisang 2015b: 706] , it is described as an uncompleted action marker (‗still, emphasis of incompletion (live, be at)'). N. Enfield, speaking of the identical Laotian marker ɲaŋ, only provides its lexical translation (‗still'), but treats it expressly as an aspectual uncompleted-action marker while describing its postverbal cognate yu: as a continuative marker [Enfield 2007: 174] .
2.7.
Laɯj is an incontiguous marker used at the end of the sentence where it can only be followed by the final component of a -bracket‖ negator. Specifically, it occurs exclusively in negative constructions as opposed to the continuative marker nɤw laɯj (above) which can be found in non-negative sentences as well; see (21) и (22). Laɯj marks -continuous absence‖ of the corresponding situation and signals that ‗situation p did/does/will not take place for a period of time' (cf. in this connection the behavior of laɯj as a part of the continuative marker in (23) - (25)). Thus in (23), laɯj together with the negator ‗never' signals that the situation did not take place prior to/at the speech moment. In (24) the speaker emphasizes that the situation is not taking/will not take place either at the speech moment, or in the future. In (25) the speaker treats the situation as totally impossible -in the past, present, or future. In the absence of a more pertinent designation for this marker, we shall gloss it after G. Himan as AT AT.ALL ‗The Chams surrounded the king, and no one could fight (for him).' 2.8. A peculiar feature of the tense-aspect system in Cambodian is a large number of preverbal auxiliaries with widely varying meanings, all of which, despite semantic differences, commonly show involvement with the aspectual-temporal domain. Sometimes their meanings overlap with those of verbal plurality (see [Marchenko 2017]) or with modality. They normally include the abovementioned formant tae (or, less frequently, ciə): tɤp tae ‗just a moment before', krɔan tae ‗just', stɤ: tae (=vih tae) ‗barely', taeŋ tae ‗often', ceh tae (=kɯt tae) ‗constant-ly', сraɯn tae ‗usually', kan tae (=rɯt tae) ‗more and more', chap tae (=prɑɲap tae) ‗quickly', muk tae (= muk ciə) ‗by all means', etc. As is evident from this list, paired synonymy features prominently in this cluster. 11 Yu. Gorgoniev, who was apparently the first to identify this group, described them (rather infelicitously) as ‗semi-autosemantic adverbs' [Gorgoniev 1966: 299-214] . In examples below, these auxiliaries, although treated as grammatical markers, are provided with lexical translation. (27) The bounds of this group of markers are rather fuzzy as it is not clear, e.g., if they should include a number of predicates which regularly occur before other verbs and express meanings gravitating toward grammatical meanings, although in other environments they function as regular predicates. For instance, krɑ: ‗be poor', when used in this position, denotes ‗rare occurrence of p'; luəс ‗steal' has the meaning ‗do p secretly, on the sly'; and thvɤ: ciə, ‗pretend, feign p'. These markers' combinations with other tense and aspect markers fall outside the scope of the present paper but, in principle, they are possible in some cases: (36) force IAM ‗As to this problem, if we don't solve it quickly, we shall certainly lose [our] potential.' 3. Co-occurrence of tense and aspect markers This section considers cases where adverbal tense and aspect markers co-occur in the same sentence. Subsection 3.1 deals with co-occurrence of preverbal tense and aspect markers, and 3.2, with that of preverbal and postverbal markers. Both types are captured in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 where -forbidden‖ and -allowed‖ combinations are demonstrated, followed by examples and brief comments. As mentioned above, co-occurrence of -semi-autosemantic adverbials‖ falls outside our present scope. 3.1. Co-occurrence of prepositive tense and aspect markers Allowed combinations of prepositive tense and aspect markers are shown in Fig. 1 . sˀaek (www.fpmonline.net/article/103521) June year morning tomorrow ‗Two Khmer female workers that suffered from their employer's actions, who had brought them to Malaysia to work as domestic servants, will return to Cambodia tomorrow morning, on June 21, 2015.'It was apparently important for the author of the quoted sentence to -flag‖ the situation as one that refers to the future, has not been realized by the speech moment but is extremely significant for the public opinion (these women's misadventures had broad coverage in the local media). It is these multiple goals that call for the combined use of the markers. Another interpretation of this example (not incompatible with the first one) is possible, if one assumes that the combination of ba:n with the irrealis marker triggers its reanalysis and -foregrounds‖ its habitual meaning which is normally available only where ba:n follows the verb. In this case, the ending of this sentence may actually read ‗…will be able to return to Cambodia on June 21, 2015.' The same interpretation of such examples is also suggested in [Bisang 2015a ]. The following example from a modern novel by Chut Khai can be interpreted similarly: (39) lọ:k neak a:n nɯŋ ba:n jʊəl rɯəŋ nih nɤw pẹ:l kraoj sir madam read IRR PRF understand story this in time afterwards bɑntəc tiət a.little yet ‗You, dear readers, will be able to understand this after a little while.' IRR -PROGR Co-occurrence of the irrealis (nɯŋ) and the progressive (kɑmpuŋ) markers is possible, e.g., where the speaker anticipates progression of the situation in the future; see (40) [10] [11] [12] ‗After the exam results are announced and diplomas received, the students will surely think about (their) future.' IRR -CONT Co-occurrence of the irrealis (nɯŋ) and the continuative (nɤw(tae)) markers is admissible where the speaker believes that the situation, which is in progress at the speech moment, will continue into the future. (41 EXP -PRF Co-occurrence of the experientive (thlɔap) and the perfect (ba:n) markers is fairly frequent (if this definition is applicable to Cambodian tense and aspect markers at all). Both thlɔap ba:n and ba:n thlɔap sequences are allowed, with the first found much more often. The -motivation‖ behind the simultaneous use of the two markers is apparently clear: it serves to emphasize, on the one hand, the past reference and the present relevance of the situation, and on the other, its potential reiteration. (43) PROGR -CONT The motivation behind the co-occurrence of the progressive (kɑmpuŋ) and the continuative (nɤw) seems to be clear: they equally involve situations unfolding at the speech moment, although the continuative meaning is more complex as it purports that the situation was also taking place prior to the speech/observation moment. Just as the previous pair, the continuative and the progressive markers are mutually unordered and either can precede or follow the other. can kind good ‗For better or for worth, I still could take good pictures.' PRF -PROGR By using the perfect (ba:n) and the progressive (kɑmpuŋ) simultaneously, the speaker apparently indicates that the event: a) is important at the speech moment; b) has already taken place; c) is still in progress: (48) 2. Co-occurrence of prepositive and postpositive tense and aspect markers As mentioned in 1 above, Cambodian has three postpositive markers: the iamitive haɯj, the continuative nɤw laɯj, and the negative laɯj. Occurrences of the first two with prepositive tense-aspect markers are considered in this subsection. 3.2.1. The postpositive iamitive marker haɯj shows the broadest range of co-occurrence with all preverbal tense and aspect auxiliaries (Fig. 2) . 5, 6, 7 PREP uncle PN go IAM ‗Who will come to propose, indeed, when everyone knows that you have already given your word to Uncle Bun Thon?' Although the free occurrence of the progressive and the continuative markers with the iamitive appears somewhat surprising, the explanation may be that in both (53) and (54) haɯj serves to emphasize that the situation progressing/continuing at the speech moment began in the past, and its beginning is treated as an -accomplished fact.‖ 3.2.2. Apart from combining with the prepositive continuative marker as in (21) CONT 5, 6 ‗At that time I had not yet met anyone of our Khmer friends.'
Conclusion
As the above shows, Cambodian tense-aspect markers are freely compatible with each other. All prepositive markers show roughly the same mutual -co-occurrence potential‖ with a few exceptions. For example, the experientive marker thlɔap can only combine with the perfect marker ba:n. The iamitive haɯj stands out among the postpositive markers in that it can co-occur with absolutely every prepositive marker. This behavior of Cambodian tense-aspect markers provides yet more proof that they form neither oppositions, nor paradigms, nor make up a full-fledged grammatical category.
An earlier attempt by one of the present authors to describe Cambodian adverbal markers in terms of the position classes grammar (see [Dmitrenko 1998 ]), led to similar conclusions: the tense-aspect markers discussed above fall into different slots of the positional pattern as distinct from standard grammatical category grammeme markers that normally tend to occupy the same slot.
12 On the other hand, interactions between these markers often resemble interactions between lexical, rather than grammatical units (see also [Elovkov 2004: 18] ), which may be, among other things, indicative of an ongoing process of grammaticalization with at least some of them. It is also noteworthy that practically all combinations identified here are of the -compositional‖ type, i.e. each marker continues labeling its own lexical meaning, which evidently represents a classic case of trivial interactions between grammatical meanings [Malchukov, Xrakovskij 2016: 64] . The only exception seem to be relations between the irrealis marker nɯŋ and the perfect marker ba:n which appear to demonstrate non-trivial interaction [ibid.: 65] . In this combination, nɯŋ retains its irreal or future meaning, while ba:n is reanalyzed as a marker of -logical emphasis‖ on the importance of the provided information from the speaker's viewpoint, or as a habilitive marker. In the latter case, the standard meaning of ba:n it expresses in other positions is foregrounded.
